
Logic Puzzles 

1. You have a balance scale. Someone gives you 9 gold coins, but you know one coin is
counterfeit. In this case you know that a counterfeit coin weighs less than a real coin. If
you can only use the balance to make two comparisons, can you find the counterfeit coin?
If so, how do you do it? If not, why not?

2. Now you are in a more modern country where coins are not made of gold. Someone gives
you 13 coins that they claim are the same. You know one is counterfeit, but don’t know if
it weighs more or less. Can you find the counterfeit coin using the balance to make just
three comparisons?

3. You have a balance scale. Someone gives you 81 gold coins. You know that exactly one
of them is counterfeit and weighs less than a real coin. What is the smallest number of
comparisons you can make to guarantee that you find the counterfeit?

4. At a political convention there were 100 politicians. Each was either honest or dishonest. There
was at least one dishonest one. If for every two, there had to be at least one dishonest one,
what can you say about the honest politicians at this convention? Why?

5. (* This one is from the camp admission quiz.)

 
6. You  have four pairs of red socks, three pairs of blue socks all mixed up in a bag. When you wake

up you are very tired and start randomly grabbing socks from the bag without looking. How
many socks must you grab before you can be certain to have a pair?

7. (Wrangle problem) A ruler believes people should have good logic. To test prisoners the ruler
points them to rooms with signs. The left door has a sign that says: in this room there is a bag of
gold that you can keep, the other contains a punishment that you will suffer. The door on the
right has a sign that reads: in one of these rooms there is a bag of gold, and in one of these
rooms there is a punishment. The  ruler tells the prisoner that exactly one of the signs is true.
Which door should the prisoner pick?

A mean space alien is testing the logical abilities of subjects. It has two rooms – one on the left
and one on the right. In each room it either puts wonderful food, and money OR a horrible monster. 
It truthfully tells each test subject that if the food and money are in the left-hand room, the sign to 
be posted on that door is true, and if the monster is in the left-hand room, the sign to be posted on 
that room is false.

The first sign lists:       This room contains a monster. 

The second sign lists:  Both rooms contain monsters. 

Given that the test subject sees these signs and wants the food, which door should the test subject 
pick? Why? (The alien always tells the truth and the test subject knows this.) 
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